Background and Objectives: Services quality has become the major concern of policy-makers in the present rapidly growing consumer-oriented health industry. However, there is a major gap in the relevant literature in Malaysia in this particular field. Thus, this research attempted to narrow this gap by conducting a qualitative study to gain insight into quality of healthcare services in the Malaysian private hospitals, as perceived by the patients.

Methods: This interview-based study was conducted between November 2013 and January 2014. A sample of 14 patients was randomly selected for interview, from three major Malaysian private hospitals including Kuala Lumpur Pantai Hospital, Prince Court Medical Centre, and KPJ Ampang Puteri Specialist Hospital. Interview data were collected using a semi-structured questionnaire designed based on the literature review. The major themes of healthcare services quality were extracted by iterative review of the interview transcripts.

Findings: Analysis of the interview data identified three important aspects of healthcare services quality as perceived by the interviewed patients, including cost and location of services delivery, quality of patient care, availability of adequate facilities.

Conclusions: By identifying major factors of patient satisfaction in the private healthcare sector, this study can guide development of effective strategies leading to a higher quality of health services in Malaysia. The study also sets a baseline for future large-scale studies aiming at improving the understanding of patients’ unmet expectations from the health system.
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marketing field. A huge number of empirical studies can be found on service quality [1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Most of these studies were conducted in the U.S.A., U.K., Japan, India and Nigeria. However, there are very few studies conducted in Malaysia in this particular field. Moreover, most of the researches focus on the telecommunication industry, bank, supermarket and others, which are highly profit-oriented organizations. Thus, there is a major gap in the relevant literature on Malaysia, which has to be covered by research. Another important aspect of this research is that most of the studies followed quantitative approach. Thus, this research attempts to fill this gap by conducting a qualitative study through in-depth interviewing the patients to understand the actual situation of the Malaysian private hospitals in relation to service quality. Moreover, as private hospitals are more profit-oriented than the public hospitals [13], revenue generating of the firm largely depends upon the attraction of the customers and retaining them. A satisfied customer is always an asset for an organization. Therefore, every company has the objective to attract them with their service quality and make them satisfied for the long return.

**Literature review**

In any service organization, service quality is considered the most important aspect in determining the competitiveness [14]. Researchers have defined service quality by many indicators such as zero defects [15] or quality measured from the internal and external breakdowns [16]. Padma et al. [10] termed service quality as “perceived service quality” where the researchers mentioned service quality from the viewpoint of patients. Such classifications are primary relevant for defining quality in manufacturing sectors where product quality is the main factor. However, the primary indicators of product quality such as sturdiness, perfection, dependability, etc. are hard to imitate in service sectors [17]. Quality in service industry is defined in different ways. In the service sector, the balance between the customer expectation and the service provided by the company is the main measurement for quality as the customer has to face the sales person or the service provider directly in what is usually called “face-to-face communication” [14]. Parasuraman et al. [17] described service quality as “a global judgment or attitude relating to the overall excellence or superiority of the service”.

Service quality has been the key discussed issue to many researchers and practitioners for its significant contribution to business performance and customer satisfaction over the last few decades [18]. Thus it has been identified as being integral to expanding the market share by attracting customers and retaining them in the long run. Given the dynamic change of the business environment in healthcare industry, Flood and Romm [19] have emphasized that healthcare policy must be regularly redesigned, and the fulfilment of the customers’ needs to be improved to maintain the patients’ overall satisfaction. Many researchers have identified patients’ satisfaction as their psychological or cognitive perception of the service provided by the healthcare centre [20]. For this reason, a proper balance between customer satisfaction and healthcare policy reform must be managed using consumer analysis and psychological perception to maintain both health service quality and financial value amid the intensive price of the medical industry. As a result, measurement of customer satisfaction and service quality including the responsiveness, sociability, politeness, civility, capability, communication and accessibility of doctors, nurses and other hospital staff is vital. Customer satisfaction, therefore, is about meeting the customers’ expectations by delivering improved value [21]. Gronroos [22] focused on two major components of the service quality in the healthcare sector: one is technical or mechanical quality, and the other is serviceable or functional quality. In the healthcare industry, technical equipments and other related medical diagnoses systems is core for the patients’ check-up and treatment, and functional quality is measured by the services offered by the healthcare centres, such as services of staffs, nurses, administrations, and most importantly the doctors towards the patients and their assistants. It has been found from different healthcare research that patients mostly give priority to the functional quality rather than the technical quality though the technical quality may not be satisfactory [23]. However, for the patients, the technical quality should be a prime object because the proper treatment of patients largely depends upon the proper diagnosis of the diseases [24, 25].

Sometimes, many patients do not have precise idea about the technical matter for the treatment. In this regard, the consciousness of the patients is a vital matter. Lam [26] found that many patients could not differentiate the performance in caring and curing provided by the medical centres’ service providers. For this reason, sometime, it becomes a potential problem for collection of data, as they are the main source of judging the service quality of the industry. Support services given by the personnel are expected to be approachable, dependable, gracious, sincere
and capable by the customers. The study of Kiran [27] also revealed that the staffs' perceived quality is the core for customer satisfaction. Co-operative and helpful staffs are able to instil confidence among the customers of the industry. Staffs have to provide error free recording for the patients. The proper allocation of time toward the patients should be consistent in terms of service. Hospital facilities include the concrete features of delivery of services (e.g. machineries, physical structure, and exterior of the hospital). They also highlight the surroundings of the hospitals that are “services capes” [10].

Hospital facilities are crucial for the patients’ medical treatments. Mental satisfaction is significantly related with the environment of the surroundings. Nwankwo et al. [28] found different perceptions of patients in both public and private hospitals. They investigated that public hospitals are providing most unsatisfactory services to the customers and identified the possible reasons are mentioned as the doctor’s responsiveness, length of getting appointment time, etc. Therefore, individual focus should be given to the customers, and certain amount of time should be provided to the customers for their proper treatment.

Customer service providers’ approach and the facilities offered by an organization are obviously key factors on which consumers should rely [29]. The authors pointed out that there is a major relationship between the patient/customer satisfaction and the quality of services provided by a healthcare centre. The focus of the healthcare centres is to give full attention to the proper treatment of the patients in the hospital with all the equipment available. On the other hand, many researchers think that the quality of service toward patients may vary as a result of physician’s wrong assessments of the patients [30]. This perception will give patients a negative impression of the quality of a health centre’s services, which may be disseminated to other potential patients or customers [31]. Although the service industry is growing rapidly; however, there is a lack in defining and measuring the service quality in this sector [32]. Cronin and Taylor [8] suggested that in order to evaluate the service quality, the patients’ perception needs to be considered. Thus, improving service quality will increase customer satisfaction and loyalty [12, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].

While numerous explanations of customer satisfaction have been offered, the most widely used expectation disconfirmation theory is that proposed by Oliver [40]. The theory (confirmed in many studies) implies that customer expectation of purchasing or consuming any service or product is related to pre-purchase anticipation [41, 42]. This helps in comparing the outcomes with the expectations after consumers have consumed the services. The relationship between patient satisfaction and his/her perception regarding healthcare services has been projected during last two decades. Many researchers have mentioned the significant relationship between the perception of service quality and customer satisfaction in healthcare [43, 44]. Most studies stress the importance of functional capability such as decoration, nurse behaviour, staff service, and interaction with the patient rather than a centre’s technical capability for treatment [31, 45, 46]. Cronin and Taylor [8] found a significant relationship between the satisfaction gained by patients in healthcare and intention to purchase. Santouridis and Trivellas [18] mentioned that consumers’ satisfaction and expectation are closely related. Thus, less the difference between service quality and customer expectation, the greater the customer satisfaction [18, 47].

The service quality in healthcare industry is a vital part for attracting customer. There are a number of health centres subsist in Malaysia. Competitive offerings are creating a centre of attention for the customers not only from within the country but also from abroad. In the healthcare industry, patients’ perceptions are measured through the quality of services provided by a healthcare centre [8, 48]. Thus, delivering quality services to the customers is a must in order to meet their perception [17, 49, 50].

Methods

Case study comprehensively analyzes a single phenomenon or social unit [51], which explores a “thick description” of the phenomenon under study [52], and thus clarifies the reader’s understanding of that particular social phenomenon [53]. Case study specifically focuses on a particular phenomenon that provides an in-depth understanding of one particular event under study [54]. It helps to explore things more deeply that might not have been explored through other researches [53, 54]. Many social researches have used case studies in the past mostly for small-scale research [5, 20, 27, 29, 55]. As this is a small scale research and the main purpose of this study is to explore a particular social phenomenon, which is patients’ perception towards healthcare quality at private hospitals in Malaysia, the researcher has taken the case study approach as it facilitates in assessing and evaluating the particular phenomenon more intensely [56].

This study took place at three different private hospitals in Malaysia, namely Pantai Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Prince Court Medical Centre, and KPJ Ampang Puteri Specialist Hospital during November 2013 and January 2014. These three hospitals were chosen because they are among the most renowned and popular private hospitals in Malaysia. For data collection, a semi-structured interview questionnaire was used. The units of analysis for this study were the patients who have experienced the treatment at private hospitals at least once time. Convenient sampling method was adopted to identify total eight patients for this study; this was because all the patients might not be willing to participate in the interview. Interviews were conducted in person. Information about the study was clearly explained before the start of the interview. The participants were further assured that the data would not be used for any other purposes other than the research, and their particulars would not be disclosed in any circumstances. However, the researcher might contract them in the future to recheck the interpretation after data coding to avoid the researcher’s biasness. Permission was taken for audio taping.

Data were collected through interviews, which were conducted over a three-month period at three private hospitals in Kuala Lumpur. Most interviews were lasted approximately 30 minutes. All interviews were audio recorded, which helped the researcher to record everything without missing any further evidence. After collecting the data, all were transcribed into text verbatim and coded for further analysis. The recorded tapes were played several times as not to miss any information recorded from the interviews. The process continued till the researcher felt that no more information was necessary for further analysis.

**Results**

None of the interviewees approached declined to participate in the interview (though all of them declined to disclose their identity). The characteristics of the 8 participants are presented in Table 1.

Data analysis resulted in the extraction of three themes from the. As all the participants identified similar factors, thus the collected data were combined for further analysis. The extracted three themes included cost and location, overall quality regarding the treatment, doctor’s qualification and quality of the medicine, and overall services and facilities provided by the clinic.

**Cost and Location**

Question was asked about the patients’ hospital selection criteria. All of the answers were more or less similar. From this, the researcher has found that cost and location play an important role in the selection process. Patients mainly choose this place because of the location and fees. Majority of the respondents also pointed out that insurance plays a key role in their hospital selection process. For example, question was asked why they have chosen to get treatment here rather than going to some other hospitals. Some of the key answers are provided below:

In fact, this is not a matter of choosing. I came to this hospital because it’s very near to my house. Moreover, my insurance policy covers this hospital. If I go to a different hospital rather than this, I have to pay by myself.

I have Etiqa Takaful insurance through which I can get treatment from the selected panel hospitals where I need not to pay as I’m covered under this insurance.

Importance of the location and waiting time was also emerged during the interview. Most of the interviewees think that convenient location is very important:

To be honest, it’s an automatic choice. Going to some other hospitals is time consuming as the location is very far from where I live. However, this hospital is very near and convenient as well.

As such, it is clear that convenient location together with the price advantage facilitates the patients in selecting a particular hospital. One interesting point emerged during the interview so that, interestingly, out of the total fourteen respondents, only nine respondents had clear idea with their health insurance policy and how it benefits them. However, the rest five respondents were not clear what are covered and what are not by their insurance policy. As such, these participants were not aware of the benefits of their insurance policy except paying for it.

**Quality Regarding the Treatment**

In this study, the researcher has found that treatment quality also plays an important role in the health sector. When question was asked about the treatment quality, majority of the respondents’ answer were positive. However, few respondents’ impression regarding this question was negative. As such, opinion regarding the treatment quality varies among the respondents. It is to be noted that among the respondents, Chinese patients were less satisfied with the treatment quality than the other races (Malay and Indian). When approached to the Chinese patients,
their opinions were direct and attacking. Another important concern was the lack of specialist doctors, which sometimes caused the patients to visit other service providers. Some of the key responses are provided below:

Very bad… They don’t have adequate number of specialist doctors…. For all kind of diseases, you get the same medicine… It should be better…

It depends; if it is for immediate treatment, then it’s okay or more than okay, but if it is for long term or a bit complex, then it should be improved a lot.

However, when the same question was asked from Malay and Indian patients, majority were moderately satisfied with the treatment quality though much more were told needed to be done.

It’s OK for me…. The doctors are polite and nice. After they see you, they give you the medicine you need…. And within few days, when the drugs are finished, you’ll be OK… So, I think, it’s OK….

From my point of view, the quality of treatment is adequate and very good.

To me, it is sufficient as we get the quality treatment. I had cut my leg once, and the action was very prompt. They gave me the best treatment for which I'm confident regarding their quality.

Besides the treatment quality, patients were also asked about the quality of the drugs and medical equipments the hospitals use for treating the patients. As for better treatments, patients need better drugs; therefore, it is of vital importance for the hospitals to provide good quality drugs and medicine for their patients. In this study, we found that better drugs are expected by the patients. In most cases, the impression of the patients (respondents in this case) was much higher than their expectations:

Last year I went to a government hospital where I found the difference between the same treatment between this hospital and that government hospital. So, I easily can say that the quality of this hospital is far better.

They are providing good services and quality medicines, which seem enough for me at least.

However, some respondents also provided several negative feedbacks regarding this issue:

If you want better treatment, better go some other private hospitals where you’ll get better treatment…. They are very prompt and not that much expensive.

Another important aspect is the waiting time. It is obvious that the long waiting time to see the doctors, sometimes, forces the patients to visit different hospitals. Normally, many patients prefer private hospitals as the waiting time is less comparing to public hospitals. Few respondents also emphasised on this issue:

And anyone goes, immediately the doctor will see and give you the medicine that you need…..

Based on my experience with public hospitals, I can say that the waiting time in private hospitals is much lower. Before, I took my wife to a public hospital for dental treatment. They gave me a time, which was six month later to only see the doctor! So, I took her to this hospital, which took only 20 minutes to see the doctor.

They should increase the overall facilities, and try to reduce the waiting times. Sometimes, it is really hard to wait just to see your doctor.

The quality of the staffs’ performance in the private hospitals was found to be satisfactory. However, most of the participants believe that there are still rooms for further improvement. The patients were asked to evaluate the performance of the staffs based on their personal experiences. Some of the responses are provided below:

Seniors are OK, but newcomers are not too friendly, not prompt at service providing; they should be fair in behaving to all……..

Well, their quality of treating patients isn’t really bad… They are friendly and welcoming.

Young nurses should be more polite and cum. They also need to respond more quickly as the older nurses do…… Sometimes, you can feel their ignorance….

As a patient, I expect much better…

Simply above average performance… If you visit them several times, you’ll also like their behaviours… In fact, they give you good smile at the beginning and treat you like they care for you. I like this hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Characteristics of Participants (n = 14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=41</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of healthcare utilization</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 5 times in last 6 months</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4 times in last 6 months</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited once only</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
They are good in their manner but I think, in some cases, they should have more training, particularly the front desk and other staffs.

Besides these impressions, some respondents also highlighted some helpful positive points such as cleanliness of the hospital, quality of care, lack of medical equipment, etc. A systemic procedure is very important when dealing with people who are sick. Once a patient visits a hospital, he/she knows what is required and what will happen next. Assuring such things will bring more satisfaction among the patients. Moreover, cleanliness is seen as an important factor by the patients:

Ok, first of all, they have an elaborate procedure when you visit the hospital…. They’ll ask for your IC, and then look for your file…. Then take it to the doctor. Then they give you a number. When your number appears on the board, you will go to the doctor. This whole thing is like a procedure, I mean you know what is going to happen next…. It’s good and you already know what they want from you because it’s general for everyone. And once you go in to see the doctor, he/she’ll check you and prescribe you… quality wise, it’s ok, but how they treat you is important….

From my point of view, I should check several things such as the quantity of nurses and doctors, the responsibility of them, cleanliness of the clinic, quality of treatments, adequate machineries, etc. However, I found all these adequate…. Simply excellent! The way they behave is like treating your own brothers. I’m really impressed. As I mentioned earlier, during my treatment for cutting my leg, they immediately took me to the emergency room where I lied down and one sister cleaned the bloods from my leg. Sometimes, I got hurt while cleaning, where I saw a really sorry face of the sister. They are really concerned.

Well, I just went there only once. Based on that, I can say that the performance is not bad.

Overall Services and Facilities

The issues regarding the overall service quality and the facilities provided by the hospital were also identified. During the interview, the participants mentioned some limitations such as access time, emergency services, etc. Some responses to the questions regarding the facilities provided by the hospitals are as follows:

Overall it’s moderate; neither good nor bad!
Facilities, right? OK… I will give 74 out of 100… so it’s still B+ in terms of grading izini?

However, most respondents gave a positive feedback for this issue:

Much better than other private hospitals, as we have very limited number of patients at a time. …

In the case of emergency, you don’t have to wait, the doctor sees you straight way….

The facilities of this hospital are good, just in time services, one-to-one attention of the doctors, and regular checkups; I must appreciate this.

Facilities, right? So far, OK to me…

During the emergency, ambulance services were considered efficient:

Service is very prompt, within 5 min, ambulance came and took me to the hospital immediately… which was really appreciable…. After 3 days, I got cured and back to my work….

At the end of the interview session, we asked the participants if anything needs be done in improving the service quality. Most of the respondents were aware of the facilities provided by the hospitals. However, they suggested increasing the treatment facilities when major treatment was concerned. Moreover, other facilities such as reducing the waiting time to see the doctor, parking facilities and the need for more lady doctors for lady patients were also highlighted:

They need to extend the treatment facilities and increase the number of doctors, especially for the after-office hours so that they can immediately treat the patients:

It should be expanded and more specialist doctors and nurse should be deployed.

I just want to mention that they should increase the facilities. I mean they should introduce more treatments here so that we don’t have to go different hospitals.

I recommend them to expand their parking facilities as sometimes it’s too difficult to get one. Moreover, they should reduce the parking fees as this is very expensive.

Due to religious obligations and privacy issues, Muslim Malaysian patients also prefer that the doctor should be same gender as the patient. One patient pointed out the issue as:

I took my wife to the hospital for pregnancy treatment where I found only one lady doctor available for the said service. I would love to see more lady doctors handling such treatments as I don’t prefer male doctors treating my wife.

Getting continuous feedbacks will increase the overall performance. Some respondents also suggested getting feedbacks from the patients as to minimize the short comings:

Simple recommendation; they should know how they can make continuous improvement… they
should take the consumers’ feedback and take action instantly… they should value patients, and obviously should value human lives!

Honesty, I don’t know what I should recommend for this. But they can take feedback from the patients, and take corrective measures to improve the treatment quality for future.

Some of the respondents also provided recommended quality drugs, which might cure the illness in much better way:

For future improvements, they should concentrate in providing good quality drugs; because for minor treatments, common medicine may work, but for major treatments, it might be dangerous…. and also for any sorts of treatment, there is a huge possibility to come back with the same medicine. So, they need to provide specialist doctors to be more specific to the treatment.

Discussion

In this study, qualitative research method was used to measure service quality in the private hospitals of Malaysia. During the analysis, the researcher identified three important points (themes) related to service quality: cost and location, quality regarding the treatment, and overall services and facilities. This case study was conducted at three different settings, which were three private hospitals in Malaysia. A semi-structured questionnaire was prepared based on the literature review. The population of this study was the patients treated in private hospitals. Totally, eight respondents were selected conveniently as samples for this study. For this small scale study, the sample size of eight is considered sufficient [5, 20, 27, 55]. All races were taken into consideration during the data collection.

The results emerged are quite identical among all races except in the treatment quality issues where Chinese patients were found more disappointed comparing to other patients. However, the similarities in most cases might be for the mixed cultural life in Malaysia.

In this study, we found that cost and location are very important elements to service quality. Majority of the patients visit the private hospitals either for insurance-covered services or the convenient location of the hospital. Thus, this finding is also similar to that of previous researches [3, 32, 34, 57].

Regarding the staff’s performance, the result showed some dissatisfaction among the patients as their perception towards the expectations varied. However, this was emerged as one of the most important factors in evaluating the service quality. Similar results were found in previous studies. According to Gronroos [22], functional quality such as services given by the staffs, nurses, administrations and most importantly the doctors towards the patient and their assistants is very important. Furthermore, Bowers et al. [23] have added that patients mostly give priority to the functional quality rather than the technical quality.

Regarding the treatment quality, the result varies between the races. Chinese patients are more disappointed comparing to Malay and Indian patients. However, in general, they are satisfied with the treatment. This result is similar to what Cronin and Taylor [8] have found. According to them, in the healthcare industry, patients’ perceptions are measured through the quality of services provided by the healthcare centre [8]. Thus, delivering quality services to the customers is a must in order to meet their perception [17, 49, 50].

In case of drugs, all of the participants were more or less dissatisfied as the quality of the drugs provided to them is very general. Moreover, they use the same medicine in most of the cases. Thus, management should consider this issue as to improve the service quality, which will lead to customers’ satisfaction.

In terms of facilities, a lot of improvement is needed to satisfy the customers. Similar to Flood and Romm [19], who have emphasized that healthcare policy must be regularly redesigned and the fulfilment of the customer needs to be improved to maintain overall satisfaction of the patients, in this case, management should also think of increasing the facilities such as building small operation theatres to perform the emergency surgery, providing training to the new staffs, improving ambulance services, and increasing the number of specialist. This will increase the overall service quality, which will lead in turn to both customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Moreover, building improvement policies through continuous customers’ feedbacks will help in improving service facilities and hence overall quality. Andaleeb [58] has also suggested that considering patients’ feedbacks would help in redesigning the healthcare service delivery processes to increase the healthcare quality. Besides, the hospitals should increase facilities such as reducing waiting time to see the doctor, increasing parking facilities, and providing lady doctors for lady patients as many patients in Malaysia consider these as needed services. Thus, ensuring these will increase customer satisfaction in the future.

This study further explored an essential communication gap, which is related to health insurance policy. Data analysis revealed that most of the respondents were not aware of their health insur-
conance policy and how to use it. However, with this policy, the patients can get treatments, which are not available at the current hospital at free of costs. They are authorized to get an insurance policy card while getting treatment in a different hospital. Involved authorities should clearly inform all the policy holders about this during their registration; this will avoid the further misunderstandings regarding the free treatments.

Conclusions

This study highlighted few of the important components of measuring service quality in the healthcare sector in Malaysia. There is an urgent need for quality improvement to retain the customers in the long run. Patients’/costumers’ perception in measuring service quality has been an overlooked area in the past. However, acknowledging this might create confidence with regard to choice and usage of the available healthcare facilities among the patients.

It was further found that getting quality treatments, better quality drugs, personal attention by the doctors and nurses, and facilities such as car parking, and lady doctors for lady patients will influence the customers in aspect of their satisfaction. Thus, private hospitals should be more careful in promoting health services and ensure that the customers get their needed services as the strong commitment of the hospitals is crucial in promoting health services. Additionally, customer satisfaction should reflect the need for quality healthcare requested by the customers, as direct and indirect relationships exist between service quality and customer satisfaction.

There is an urgent need for providing quality healthcare services for all citizens of the society. Therefore, understanding this need of customers is crucial for the staffs working in the hospitals. There is no alternative except meeting the customers’ quality needs by any health service providers. As such, healthcare policy must be regularly redesigned to fulfill the customers’ needs in order to maintain their overall satisfaction.

However, the findings of this study may not perfectly represent the whole population as it has been conducted on a limited sample size; hence, they cannot be generalized [59]. Thus, future studies need to be conducted in different healthcare centres to compare the results.
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